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Dreams
The lesson for Fairy Twos runs for 45 minutes.

It is designed for children from approximately 3 ½ - 5 years of age.
This program is written for Dance Studios who run their programs by the MONTH.

No.
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10

SONG

The Fairies Theme Song

Dancing Manners

Sleepy Dreams

Clickety Clock

Fairy Dancing

If You’re Happy and you 
Know It

Fairy Boppity Bop

Jump Jump Star

Sleepy Dreams

Now We Have To Go

ACTIVITY

Entry Activity: Hello

Dancing Manners

Activity: Warm up

Clickety Clock

Dancing

Activity: Circle Game

Dance

Dance

Cool Down

Goodbye

Spotify playlist for this month click here

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5q1YqoDfhaIT2hWQttjc2i?si=YSR5LBg4RQ2qifJvBL6eGA
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Teacher Note:

The dialogue used here is a guideline. You do not need to learn this precisely. We 
recommend you learn the actions and descriptions and put them into your own words, 
depending also on the age of your students.

Each week there are progressive technical notes for some activities. Although you should 
focus on a couple of technical elements each week for their technical development you 
may still need to complete a thorough warm up and cool down, therefore at times the 
students will need to follow your lead through songs to ensure they are appropriately 
warmed up or have visually seen what the dance looks like to create motivation and 
excitement. 

Remember the main focus is to enjoy the class and have fun – keep the movement going 
and gradually include a new idea/focus for technique as the weeks progress or as the 
class is ready. 

Please ensure you are teaching correct posture for each new exercise, whether you 
are sitting, standing, at the barre or in the centre. Use various analogies to assist the 
understanding for each age group.

The Standard Start to every lesson takes place before the lesson begins (see separate 
Teaching Notes on the Standard Start).

Please ensure you begin your lesson right on time.
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Once the song has finished, greet the children in a more formal way and teach them how to 
say ‘good morning’ to you, using your names at the beginning of each class.

Teacher: Fairy hello! We’re so pleased to see you today here in Fairyland. It’s  
fan-fairy-tastic that we’re going to do Fairy Dancing together … oooh I can’t 
wait to get started!

My name is Miss……. . Can you say ‘good morning Miss………?’ 

Helper & Class: Good morning, Miss ......

Then the Teacher helps the children to remember the assistant’s name and say good morning/
afternoon to her.

Teacher: You’ve already met my fairy helper in the waiting room - do you remember her 
name? 

That’s right, can you say ‘good morning to Miss ………?’ 

Teacher & Class: Good morning, Miss ......

1. ENTRY ACTIVITY : Gradual Warm-up

As students enter, they can use movements such as flying, tippy toe runs, galloping (or similar) 
to enter the space and slowly increase their heart rate to prepare them for class. Play The Fairies 
Theme Song as you enter the deance studio.

The Fairies Theme Song

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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Teacher: When we are in Fairyland, there are some fairy special rules that we must 

remember. We must be fairy gentle, fairy careful, fairy kind to all the other fairy 
dancing girls in the space, and we must always be listening to everything our 
Fairy Dancing Teacher says. 

This means that we need to turn on our listening ears! Can you turn on your 
listening ears for me so that you can hear all of my instructions as well as all 
the fan-fairy-tastic music?

Mime turning your ears on and encourage the children to do the same.

Teacher: Does everyone remember the Secret Fairy Shhhhh? When I put my hands 
in the air and twinkle my fingers, you need to stand as still as a fairy statue, 
twinkle your fingers and say ‘Shhhhh.’  

Now can everyone giggle and shake like me (The teacher giggles and shakes 
then puts her hands in the air and twinkles her fingers, saying ‘Shhhhhhh’.)
Fan-fairy-tastic! You are such clever Fairy Dancing Girls.

Make sure you use the Secret Fairy Shhhh at least four times during the lesson.

Teacher: It’s time to learn a little song and dance called Dancing Manners. This is a fairy 
special song that we will sing when we’re trying something new. 

Teacher Note
Every time you teach your fairies something, you demonstrate it to them. You will need to 
familiarise yourself with the songs and actions. Hyperlinks are attached with songs/lyrics.

https://fairydancing.com/fairy-dancing-program/
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2. ACTIVITY  : Dancing Manners

Activity Focus
Dancing Manners is used at the beginning of the class to set the tone for the lesson, however if 
needed it can be used again throughout the lesson to re-settle students, as it allows children 
to come back together to have a central idea that shows the ending of one activity into the 
next. It creates a safe and comfortable environment for younger students with the familiarity 
of the class structure. After the warmup it can be done standing to keep their bodies up and 
warm.

Teacher: Can you all sit down with your legs crossed and sing it with me. (Teacher 
demonstrates). We need to have a nice straight back. We need to have our 
hands in our laps. This is how we turn on our listening ears. This is how we 
turn on our watching eyes. This is how we turn off our talking tongue. Then we 
need to do three fairy claps (clapping with two fingers either hand as per the 
YouTube vision). 
Let’s try! 

Dancing Manners

Sitting pretty, nice straight back, legs are crossed, hands in my lap 
Turning on my listening ears, turning on my watching eyes 
Turning off my talking tongue, three claps and we’re ready 
Fairy one, fairy two, fairy three 

Teacher: Well done fairies! Now it’s time to hop up and we’re going to warm up our fairy 
bodies.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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Sleepy Dreams

In the land of sleepy dreams, you can dream all night 
In the land of sleepy dreams, everything’s alright 
Just close your eyes while sleep dust 
Sprinkles through your bed 
And let the nicest fairy magic fill your head 

In the land of sleepy dreams, nestled warm and snug 
In the land of sleepy dreams, with your bear to hug 
All tucked up warm and snuggly 
In your cosy bed 
With the nicest fairy magic in your head 

In the land of sleepy dreams, everything’s alright
In the land of sleepy dreams, nestled warm and tight
Just close your eyes while sleep dust
Sprinkles through your bed
And let the nicest fairy magic
Fill your head

Just close your eyes while sleep dust 
Sprinkles through your bed 
And let the nicest fairy magic fill your head 

2. ACTIVITY  : Warm Up

Activity Focus
The warmup and cool down are vital in every class to encourage safe dance practices from 
an early age. Teachers need to ensure they have covered all of the appropriate warm up 
components that are necessary for the students to participate in class activities safely.

Performance
Piece

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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Teacher Note
Before demonstrating the warmup activity, go through the new warm up focus as well as 
anything learnt previously. Use the entire song each week to work on the new element multiple 
times, and finish by going through the other warm up elements with the music to allow the 
whole body to be warmed up. Each new skill needs to be taught slowly each week to help the 
understanding of the movement while performing it to the music.

Weekly warm up progression notes are provided below. 

MINUET’S WARM UP
Good morning everyone it’s warm up time in the fairyland dance studio!

Stretch up tall as high as you can. Right to the end of your fairy finger tips.

Now rise up onto your fairy tip toes, try to keep your balance, it can be really tricky sometimes.

Now stretch your body by bending at the waist, bend to one side and then the other side. 
That was great!

Feet together now and hands on your hips, Let’s warm up those dancing tip toes with some 
points. Well done!

Feet together now fairies. Heels nice and close and open your toes, that’s a beautiful fairy first. 
Now arms in front of your legs like you’re holding a big balloon. And slowly float your arms in 
front of your body and above your heads. Very graceful!

Now let the balloon pop and float your arms down to 1st position.

Let’s repeat that one more time to finish off the stretch. Feet in fairy first, hold your big balloon 
and float it up, up, up, up and POP! Float those arms down, down, down, down. PRINCESS 
PERFECT!

Wonderful job! Now let’s try these actions to our song.
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Teacher Instruction
Movement in weekly progression notes.

TO BE DONE EACH WEEK:  Warm up Focus
Cardio: Use the beginning of the song to slowly fly around the studio to increase their heart 
rate gradually. As the song is Sleepy Dreams, dancers could fly to a flower (a different place in 
the room) imagine the are landing on a flower and wave their wand to spread sleepy dust for 
them to go to bed. They do this by turning around on their toes on each flower Continue around 
the room ensuring they get to as many flowers as they can. Use the arms as well to promote a 
gentle warm up of the arms. Let the fairies stop and rest on their last flower and get ready for 
the warm-up to follow.

WEEK ONE:  Warm up Focus
Lengthening Body: Find a spot on the floor to stretch up tall as high as you can. Right to 
the end of your fairy finger tips, like you are reaching for some fairy dust, now rise up onto the 
balls of your feet (Demi pointe), try to keep your balance. Place feet back to a neutral position 
and bend all the way down to the floor from the waist to sprinkle dust on the flower you are 
standing on.

WEEK TWO:  Warm up Focus
Side Stretch: Before playing the music for the warm-up activity, go through an exercise to 
warm up the torso. Start by standing up with feet apart and arms out to the sides, pretend a 
fairy has one of your little fingers and is lengthening you up to stretch your body by bringing 
your arm up and over to the opposite side bending at the waist. Bend to one side and then the 
other side.

WEEK THREE:  Warm up Focus
Legs and Feet: This week take the students through pointing their feet in devant in 
alignment. Start with feet together and hands on your hips, warm up those dancing feet with 
some points. Stretch one foot forward with foot stretched from ankle through to big toe and 
then back together, alternating feet. 

Fairy Twos can increase the warm up by working on their balance. Once the foot is pointed 
out to devant, students and lift the toes just off the floor (just enough for two frozen peas to fit 
under your toes). Then place the stretched foot back onto the floor and return feet together.
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WEEK FOUR:  Warm up Focus
Arms (Port de Bras): Feet in fairy first position parallel. Arms in bras bar like you’re holding a 
big balloon, slowly float your arms in front of your body and above your head into 5th position, 
in a basic port de bras. Let the balloon pop at the top and float your arms down back to bras 
bar. Repeat.

Fairy two’s extension could then include a soft port de bras of one arm floating out to open fifth 
(like a butterfly wing) and alternating with the other arm.

Teacher Note:
Allow them to watch you demonstrate the warm up and have them follow along as you show 
them. Allow them to copy any of the elements they have yet to learn as this will allow them to 
become familiar with the sequence and of all of the warm up elements including head, arms, 
legs, and torso. This will allow the body to be warmed up and ready for activities to follow. Start 
each week with the cardio and then introduce each weeks’ warm up focus in detail.

4. ACTIVITY: DANCING MANNERS

Dancing manners allows children to come back together to have a central idea that shows the 
ending of one activity into the next. It creates a safe and comfortable environment for younger 
students with the familiarity of the class structure.

Teacher: Well-done fairies! Time to sit in a circle for Dancing Manners

Dancing Manners

Teacher Note:
Teacher choice whether students need to sing dancing manners to re-focus and transition into 
the next exercise. It can be done either sitting or standing to continue the flow of the class.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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5. ACTIVITY  : Clickety Clock

Activity Focus
Over the next four weeks a sense of rhythm and timing to music will be established. Song and 
action will help with aural language skills and gross motor skills.

Teacher: In Fairyland there’s a song where fairies and elves and bees dance, dance 
dance … can you guess the song? It’s Fairy Dancing! I wonder if it’s the right 
time to sing Fairy Dancing now?  There’s only one way to find out the time in 
Fairyland, let’s ask the Fairyland Clickety Clock.

Now to sing with Clickety Clock, you need to do actions like this (while still 
sitting down).
First of all, twinkle your fingers next to your face like this.
Now can you all nod your head like a ‘yes’? Very good!
And can you shake your head like a ‘no’? Fan-fairy-tastic!
We also need to sway our heads like a ‘maybe’. ‘Maybe’ means we’re not really 
sure if it’s yes or no. You’re so fabulous! 
Now a big circle and point to your fairy imaginary watch.
Cover your face then peekaboo out.
Now bob down while you do listening ears.
Finally, we do a ‘tick tock clickety clock’.
Perfect, let’s do it with the music!

NOTE   the actions to this song should be learnt over the space of four weeks. 
In the first lesson if they can twinkle their fingers that is fabulous!

Clickety Clock

Fairyland clickety clock, we need to know the time
Please show yourself in Fairyland, and let us hear you chime
Tick tock, clickety clock. Tick tock, clickety clock
Tick tock, clickety clock, chime!

Teacher: Fan-fairy-tastic … it IS time for Fairy Dancing! Let’s listen to the music and you 
can watch me dance and copy me if you can.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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6. ACTIVITY  : Dance

Activity Focus
The routine ‘Fairy Dancing’ will help the development of some basic co-ordination and dance 
technique foundations. Smaller exercises will be taught to set up the correct technique and 
understanding of movement skills. The steps learnt will be put together and become one of 
the routines for their performance at the end of the month’s lessons.

Teacher Note:
Fairy Dancing has four weeks of progressive teaching notes. If your lesson starts on a day which 
gives the class five weeks in your month, please recap weeks 1-4 in your final lesson, and use 
the final lesson as your performance opportunity in class.

WEEK ONE:  Fairy Dancing

Teacher: Are you ready to learn some of the special dance steps in Fairy Dancing? Let’s 
start by spreading out in the studio and standing up nice and tall. This song is 
all about dancing and having fun.

We are going to learn lots of different dancing steps to show our audience 
at the end of the term. Once we learn all of our dance steps, we need to 
remember them all by practicing them each week. 

Teacher Note:
Repetition in dance is the best way for students to feel a sense of confidence in knowing what 
to expect and to master skills successfully. Memorisation of new movement sequences is also 
a good skill to acquire. It helps dancers not only with confidence but gives them a foundation 
to then build technique upon during class. This week’s focus will allow for steps to be repeated 
but with more steps to combine together into a choreography and practice retention of steps.

Students will also look at the concept of changing direction while moving or performing their 
dance steps. Moving to the left and right in week 2 and in a clockwise and anticlockwise circle 
in weeks 3 and 4.

https://fairydancing.com/fairy-dancing-program/
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Teacher Instruction: Movement in weekly progression notes
Movement Week 1: Bend and stretch with coordinated arms
• Choreographed movement of bending with a rolling action of the arms twice into a stretch

up to the sky with the hands splade open. Repeat twice with choreography.
• Jump feet apart and hips 8x with arms opening out and down to sides.

The first part of the teaching requires the class to stand in their own space facing the front 
of the studio, so they can all move in the same direction as the teacher. Fairy dancing can be 
played softly underneath the Teacher’s voice for this activity.

The class is simply asked to bend their knees while rolling their arms in a circle and stretch up 
to the sky with both hands splade out. A bend and a stretch in time with the music repeated 
two times for the first part of the choreography.

Next ask students to have their feet apart with their hands still up in the sky, and move their 
hips from side to side, gradually bringing their arms down to their sides. Encourage them to 
slightly bend their knees to allow for a bigger movement of their hips. This can be done for 
eight counts.
Repeat both movement sequences four times through to the first verse.

WEEK TWO:  Fairy Dancing

Teacher: Last week we learned ‘Bend and stretch with our arm rolling’ and some ‘fairy 
hips’. Can every fairy please stand in your own space? Perfect – now let’s 
practise our fairy steps from last week. Can we bend and then stretch with 
our rolling arms finishing with our hands up high? (demonstrate the bend 
and stretch) Perfect! Can we do that again with our fairy hips and arms after? 
(demonstrate the bend and stretch with the hips incorporating the arms). 

This week we’re going to learn a step, cross, step, pointe. It might be a little 
tricky at first but we can start really slowly. 

Teacher Note:
‘Step, cross, step, pointe’ is the second part of the learning for Fairy Dancing
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Teacher Instruction: Movement in weekly progression notes
Movement Week 2: Step cross step pointe

Traveling to the right, step right foot out to side, cross over left foot, step right foot out to side 
and then stretch left foot out to the left side, gently placing toes on the ground (ready to step 
back to the left direction with the left foot that is pointed). Repeat with step-left, cross-right, 
step-left and pointe right foot

The next part of the teaching requires the class to stand in their own space facing the front 
of the studio, so they can all move in the same direction as the teacher. Fairy dancing can be 
played softly underneath the Teacher’s voice for this activity.

The class is simply asked to step to the right with their right leg and step their left leg across 
the right, continue to then step the out to the side with the right foot, finished with a pointed 
tow with the left foot out to the left side. They can then step back to the left with their left foot, 
crossing the right, step with the left and pointing their right foot.

The class can try this step with their hands on their hips.

Step, cross, step, point can be begun at half time to help when learning the coordination of the 
step and possibly into double time as the students become more familiar with the step.

The teacher can then move onto the choreography movement of 2x step, cross step pointes 
at double time into weeks threes step. These steps can then be repeated after the week three 
step has been learned to continue progression of the choreography for this sequence.

WEEK THREE:  Fairy Dancing

Teacher: Last week we learned Step cross step pointe. Can every fairy please stand in 
your own space? Let’s practice this step to the right and to the left together to 
the music.

Now let’s practise our fairy steps from last week. Can we bend and then 
stretch with our rolling arms finishing with our hands up high? (demonstrate 
the bend and stretch) Perfect! Can we do that again with our fairy hips and 
arms after? (demonstrate).

This week we are going to practice fairy jump and clap while we are turning on 
the spot.
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Teacher Note:
A combination of fairy jump and clap while turning on the spot is the third part of the learning for 
Fairy Dancing.

Teacher Instruction: Movement in weekly progression notes
Movement Week 3: 
.  Fairy jumping and clapping with direction changes
.  Fairy Twos extension could incorporate a jump and a clap facing each side of the room. ¼ 
turn to the right and clap, ¼ turn and clap to face the back, ¼ turn and clap to face the left 
side and finally a ¼ turn and clap to face the front.
.  Bounce for 8 counts as a break before trying the other side.

Students stay standing up in their places in the middle where they can connect the next 
movement from previous learning. Ask the students to stand nice and tall with their feet 
together under their hips. Continuing on the conversation about sanding tall in correct 
alignment.

Begin by getting the students to jump on the spot encouraging them to bend their knees over 
their toes in alignment and bending after they jump. You could also incorporate good foot 
articulation and floor pressure by describing the taking off like they are a rocket ship, and their 
feet are rocket flames pushing you into Outer Space.

This exercise will help with balance as they leave the floor and land in the same place and 
spatial awareness in jumping in their own space on the spot and not moving into another 
dancers’ space.

The jump is then followed by a clap. This will assist good rhythm and musical timing. 
Repeat the step a couple of times to allow students to master the coordination. With the set 
choreography perform the step twice before moving onto the turn on the spot.

Next students can practice turning a ¼ turn when jumping and clapping in that spot as they 
land. You may like to use visual prompts, so they turn to the right place, e.g., jump to face the 
door or jump to face the back etc. Practice making a complete turn to the right and then in the 
opposite direction to the left.
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WEEK FOUR:  Fairy Dancing

Teacher Note:
‘Fairy Skipping’ is the fourth part of the learning for Fairy dancing. 

Teacher: Last week we learnt a jump and a clap while we did a fairy turn on the spot. 
Can we all try our four jump claps to turn all the way round.

Now let’s try our Step cross step pointe. Can every fairy please stand in your 
own space? Let’s practice this step to the right and to the left together to the 
music (demonstrate with the students).

Can we now bend and then stretch with our rolling arms finishing with our 
hands up high? (demonstrate the bend and stretch) Perfect! Can we do that 
again with our fairy hips and arms after? (demonstrate)

Today we are going to try some skipping in our own circle.

Teacher Instruction: Movement in weekly progression notes
Movement Week 4:  Skipping

Fairy twos extension-skipping in their own little circle to the right and then back in the left 
direction.

Students can learn/practice to skip from the corner of the room to the opposite corner before 
adding it to the routine.

Start with the normal preparation in learning to skip describing the hop on one leg followed by 
the step. Once coordination begins describing it as a hop and a swap of legs so they can link 
them together. This may take a few weeks to master if their first time, but repetition is the key. If 
some are finding it quite difficult galloping would be fine.

Finally, to finish, the students can practice the skip in a small circle in their own place to the 
right and then to the left, then back to their spot for the next verse. 
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This week the routine is followed in sequential order for the weeks it was learnt in up until the 
skipping/galloping in the big circle. Once students return to their places they can repeat the 
subsequent verses and chorus with movement from previous weeks.

This structure will promote confidence and knowledge before their performance. 

Teacher: Let’s try dancing Fairy Dancing together.

Fairy Dancing

Hands in the air it’s time to go dancing
Swing your hips start your feet tapping
Smile on your face everyone’s happy now
One, two, three dance to the beat
Everybody’s dancing now

Dancing – dancing, we love to go fairy dancing
Dancing – dancing, happy, happy, having fun
Dancing – dancing, we love to go fairy dancing
Come on – and dance with us, fairy dancing is such fun!

Hands on your hips we’re fairy dancing
Round in a circle, skipping, skipping
Swing to the left, then swing to the right
Jump up high it’s pure delight
Everybody’s dancing now

Dancing – dancing, we love to go fairy dancing
Dancing – dancing, happy, happy, having fun
Dancing – dancing , we love to go fairy dancing
Come on – and dance with us

Dancing – dancing, we love to go fairy dancing
Dancing – dancing, happy, happy, having fun
Dancing – dancing, we love to go fairy dancing
Come on – and dance with us, fairy dancing is such fun!

Performance
Piece

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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Teacher: How clever you are to learn Fairy Dancing! Well done everyone. Now back in 

your circle for Dancing Manners.

7. ACTIVITY:  DANCING MANNERS

Dancing Manners

8. ACTIVITY:  CIRCLE GAME

Activity Focus : Circle Game
The circle game/activity is a fun way to begin teamwork and group coordination and following 
immediate instruction with the music. Some elements to this task will help build patience when 
waiting for a turn and observing others when they take their turn, learning from each other.

Weekly progression notes are provided below.

Teacher: It’s time for a new activity. Can everyone make a big circle together?
Fan-fairy-tastic.

Each week we’re going to try something new in the circle together.
Can you all hold hands in our circle, Let’s go. 

If You’re Happy and You Know It

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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WEEK ONE:  Circle Game

Start by all holding hands in a big circle and walking into the middle together into a tight group 
and say hello. Move back out to a big circle by slowly walking out and stretching the arms 
when holding hands. Do this a couple of times slowly. 

Variations could include moving in and doing an action from the song, like clap your hands, 
stamp your feet or wave your wand.

WEEK TWO:  Circle Game

This week walk around the circle and gently tap a student on the head to perform an action of 
your choice. Inform the students that the first time you come around they could turn around. 
One by one they wait for their turn to perform the action. Other actions could include those 
form the song.

WEEK THREE:  Circle Game

During this week students can be encouraged to go into the middle of the circle to have a 
free dance if they wish to or if not confident to go in with the teacher. The other students in the 
circle could clap as each dancer has a turn.

WEEK FOUR:  Circle Game

This week try holding hands in the circle and galloping around, stop after 8 counts and try 
week one’s activity of moving in and out of the circle as a group holding hands. Repeat the 
gallops the other way and once stopped move in and out of the circle again to practice 
following instructions and coordination. 

Teacher Note
Fairy Two extensions could include actions from the song along with the suggested circle 
activities however more focus could be spent on musical timing and structure in the time it 
takes to move in the circle and then perform an action and repeating the other way (In/Out, 
Left/Right etc.)
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9. ACTIVITY:  FAIRY FREE DANCE

Activity Focus
The ‘Fairy Free Dance’ game will help students use their imagination and explore new 
movement pathways in dance. It will allow for students to be creative and use their new dance 
technique learnt in class and let them push their confidence levels in a fun way. 
Weekly progression notes are provided below.

Sleepy Dreams

Performance
Piece

10. ACTIVITY:  REFOCUS WITH A FAIRY BREATH IN AND OUT RELAXATION

Activity Focus
After a more energetic section of the class this next relaxation activity will help students re-
focus energy to their breath, relax and bring their heart rates back down. It will settle them into 
the next activity that will require them to use their knowledge and memory.

Teacher: We’re going to find a safe spot on the dance floor and lie down and take fairy 
ten deep breaths to fill our body with oxygen. We’ll say the number then we’ll 
take a big breath in and out. Count with me!

Fairy one breathe in and out
Fairy two breathe in and out
Fairy three breathe in and out
Fairy four breathe in and out
Fairy five breathe in and out
Fairy six breathe in and out
Fairy seven breathe in and out
Fairy eight breathe in and out
Fairy nine breathe in and out
Fairy ten breathe in and out

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://fairydancing.com/fairy-dancing-program/
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11. ACTIVITY  : Dance

Activity Focus
This routine will encourage students to connect the lyrics to movement and prepare their next 
routine for the performance.

Weekly progression notes are provided below

Teacher: Who likes to bounce around and bop along to your favourite songs! 
Why don’t we do some bouncing, jumping and bopping along! 
There’s a fairy song called Fairy Boppity Bop that is so much fun to dance to, 
let’s learn the steps together.

Fairy Boppity Bop

Fairy bopping goes like this, fairy bop, fairy boppity bop
It’s a bopping good tune so swing your hips, fairy bop, fairy boppity bop
Swing your hips and dance like this, come on everyone
Fairy bop, fairy bop, fairy boppity bop

Fairy bopping to the side
Fairy bopping way up high
Fairy bopping to the floor,
Fairy bopping more, more, more

Twist to the left and twist to the right, fairy bop, fairy boppity bop
Twist in the morning, twist in the night, fairy bop, fairy boppity bop
Swing your hips and dance like this
Come on everyone
Fairy bop, fairy bop, fairy boppity bop

Performance
Piece

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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WEEK ONE:  Fairy Boppity Bop
Intro: Start with a simple step that can be done at the beginning of the song. Bouncing knees 
with feet together, hands on knees. 
Fairy bopping goes like this: Step right foot apart and double bounce, bring left foot into 
together to do another double bounce.
Fairy bop, fairy boppity bop: Step right foot apart and double bounce, bring left foot into 
together to do another double bounce.
It’s a bopping good tune so swing your hips: Repeat bounces to the left. Step left foot apart 
and double bounce, bring right foot into together to do another double bounce.
Fairy bop, fairy boppity bop: Step left foot apart and double bounce, bring right foot into 
together to do another double bounce.

WEEK TWO:  Fairy Boppity Bop
Swing your hips and dance like this: Feet apart & swing hips from side to side 8x, hands on hips.
Come on everyone: wave right hand to motion audience to come and dance.
Fairy bop, fairy bop, fairy boppity bop: Jump twice to the right, twice to the left and repeat.

WEEK THREE:  Fairy Boppity Bop
Fairy bopping to the side: Gallop to the right side 4x
Fairy bopping way up high: Wave hands up to the sky and shake them for 4 counts
Fairy bopping to the floor: Gallop to the left side 4x
Fairy bopping more, more, more: Wave hands up to the sky and shake them for 4 counts

WEEK FOUR:  Fairy Boppity Bop
Fairy bopping goes like this: Repeat week 1 step
Step right foot apart and double bounce, bring left foot into together to do another double 
bounce.
Fairy bop, fairy boppity bop: Step right foot apart and double bounce, bring left foot into 
together to do another double bounce.
It’s a bopping good tune so swing your hips: Repeat bounces to the left. Step left foot apart 
and double bounce, bring right foot into together to do another double bounce.
Fairy bop, fairy boppity bop: Step left foot apart and double bounce, bring right foot into 
together to do another double bounce.
Swing your hips and dance like this: Repeat week 2 steps
Feet apart and swing hips from side to side 8x, hands on hips.
Come on everyone: Wave right hand to motion audience to come and dance
Fairy bop, fairy bop, fairy boppity bop: Jump twice to the right, twice to the left and repeat.
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12. ACTIVITY  : Jump Jump Star

Activity Focus
This is a fun routine that will lift their heart rates at an ideal stage of the lesson. It will 
encourage students to apply some of the lesson’s technical points into the routine and finish 
with confidence - and of course fun!

Weekly progression notes are provided below.

Teacher: It’s nearly time to end the lesson, but before we go, we’re going to dance to 
Harmony and Rhapsody’s favourite fairy song of all time, ever! It’s called Jump 
Jump Star.

Can everyone do a jump, then another jump, then a star?

Perfect, and again?

Now can you slide like this and do a wiggle, wiggle wiggle. Amazing!

What about putting that together, jump jump star, jump jump star, slide wiggle 
wiggle wiggle slide. Wow you are the best Jump Jump Starrers we’ve ever 
seen!

Jump Jump Star
Jump jump star, jump jump star, slide wiggle wiggle wiggle slide
Jump jump star, jump jump star, slide wiggle wiggle wiggle slide
Clap your hands, stamp your feet, in a little circle turn around
Slide to the left, then slide to the right
Hands in the air then on the ground
Grab your partner’s hands, and twirl around the floor
Round and round and round and round and round
Then stand back in line, and tap your heels in time
Two steps forward two steps back and tap (2, 3, 4)

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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Clap your hands, stamp your feet, in a little circle turn around
Slide to the left, then slide to the right
Hands in the air then on the ground

Grab your partner’s hands, and twirl around the floor
Round and round and round and round and round
Then stand back in line, and tap your heels in time
Two steps forward two steps back and tap (2, 3, 4)

Jump jump star, jump jump star, slide wiggle wiggle wiggle slide
Jump jump star, jump jump star, slide wiggle wiggle wiggle slide

Jump jump star, jump jump star, slide wiggle wiggle wiggle slide
Jump jump star, jump jump star, slide wiggle wiggle wiggle slide

WEEK ONE:  Jump Jump Star
Introduce a safe way to jump. Start with feet in a neutral position under the hips, bend knees to 
prepare and jump into the air using the feet to articulate and push off the floor. Ensure students 
are bending as they land. You could use analogies such as being a rocket ship and bending 
before take-off, the feet are the jets that push the rocket into the air. Or a shooting star ready to 
fly through the sky. This will help with the articulation of the feet. Also talk about posture of the 
body before, during and after the jump.  
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WEEK TWO:  Jump Jump Star
Work on the slide by stepping to the left or the right and pointing the toe that drags on the 
floor until the feet come together. Like they are drawing a line with their toes, through the fairy 
dust. They can incorporate their arms by making their fairy wings soar like birds’ wings, one 
up high and the other down low. The arms can be a focus for the fairy twos - working on their 
elongated diagonal line with the higher arm up towards the direction they are travelling.

WEEK THREE:  Jump Jump Star
The next element for Jump Jump Star could be clapping and marching in time to the beat. 
Start by clapping your hands in time with you or the music. Then moving on to stamping their 
feet, however you can remind them of the marching exercise learnt previously and work on 
marching in time to the music. The Fairy Twos can start to remember how many of each eg 4x 
claps into 4x stamping feet.

WEEK FOUR:  Jump Jump Star
Holding a partner’s hand and turning or skipping. This is a tricky skill to work with a partner 
and co-ordinate a pathway of movement together. Start without the music and finding a 
partner. Get them to hold hands and gently tippy toe “pitter patter” in a circle one time. Use the 
analogies from the earlier activity to run on the spot carefully and gently. This will help them to 
not be too rough or fast with their partner.

Teacher Note:
Jump Jump Star is an absolute favourite. While there may be lessons when you choose not to 
use it for one reason or another, it should be a regular, particularly for this age group.
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12. ACTIVITY  : Cool Down

Activity Focus
The warmup and cool down are one of the biggest points with a class that will encourage 
safe dance practices from an early age. Teachers need to ensure they have covered all the 
appropriate warm up components that are necessary for the students to participate in class 
activities safely. 

Warm up progression notes are provided below.

Teacher: What wonderful fairies you have been. How beautifully you have listened, and 
how gracefully you have danced. Well done everyone! 

We have had lots of fun together today, but it’s nearly time for us to say 
goodbye until next week. Before we go, after all of that jumping and wiggling 
and starring, we need to cool down our fairy muscles.

Muscles are under our skin and they’re the things that help us to do everything 
like walk and run and dance! There are hundreds and hundreds of muscles in 
our body and today we’ve used lots and lots of them, and now it’s time to cool 
them down and say thank you for being fabulous muscles!

Sleepy Dreams

Performance
Piece

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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WEEKS 1-5 : Sleepy Dreams Cool Down

Teacher Instruction: Movement in weekly progression notes

The cool down can be gradually added on to each week but must be effective enough and 
long enough each lesson to establish safe dance practice.  

You can start by gently and slowly looking up to the roof and then down to the ground a 
couple of times (yes action)

And then side to side (no action)

Bring the arms up from the sides of the body, by lengthening them nice and long. Breathing in 
a nice deep breath on the way up. And then lengthening them back down while breathing out. 
4-8 times

Go into the side stretch they learnt in the warmup taking it slow and talking them through the 
technique. 

Sitting on the floor with a nice long body, feet together by bending at the knees (butterfly 
position) and gently lengthening the head over to the feet and hold for a breath and come 
back up. Repeat 4 x

Finish by lying down on their backs and arms out to the side in their own space and talk them 
through breathing in and out. Stay here and finish the song with relaxation. Repeat the Fairy Ten 
Deep Breaths from earlier in the class.

Teacher:  There’s a very special fairy goodbye song to sing called Now We Have To Go.
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10. ACTIVITY  : Goodbye

Activity Focus
This helps with the structure of the class and again allows students to know where they are at 
in class, giving them a sense of confidence and familiarity. The goodbye song will also allow 
them to appropriately relax the muscles safely after activity and calm their bodies before 
leaving the lesson.

Now We Have To Go
Good-bye to all our friends
It’s sad that we must go
We’ve had a lovely time today
We’ve had some funny laughs today
Made some special friends today
And now we have to go

With a Harmony wave and a Harmony wiggle
A Harmony kiss and a Harmony giggle
A big goodbye from Harmony, now I have to go

With a Rhapsody wave and a Rhapsody wiggle
A Rhapsody kiss and a Rhapsody giggle
A big goodbye from Rhapsody, now I have to go

With a fairy wave and a fairy wiggle
A fairy kiss and a fairy giggle
A big goodbye from both of us
Now we have to go, now – we – have – to – go!

Teacher: Thank you for being fan-fairy-tastic Fairy Dancers. Until next week can 
everybody twinkle their fingers and say, ‘Fairy Goodbye!’

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
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HYPERLINKS

The Fairies Theme Song

Dancing Manners

Clickety Clock

Sleepy Dreams

Fairy Dancing

Fairy Boppity Bop

If You’re Happy And You Know It

Jump Jump Star

See You Soon

Now We Have To Go

PERFORMANCE PIECES

In the last lesson of this month the ‘Fairy Twos’ classes will 
show their parents their warm-up to Sleepy Dreams,  
Fairy Dancing and Fairy Boppity Bop.

Performance
Piece

SPOTIFY PLAYLIST

All of the songs used in Fairy Dancing are in a dedicated Spotify playlist.

HERE

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQp9vMj6BvhDY2lsNHveyZM8La7SaYRsE
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5q1YqoDfhaIT2hWQttjc2i?si=Ll6QrFCWTwOvBn9nTlmVQA
https://fairydancing.com/fairy-dancing-program/
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TECHNICAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT: FAIRY TWOS PROGRAM

Memorisation - Learning and Remembering Movement 
As a dancer learns a new piece of choreography, they create both explicit and implicit 
memories. Their own experiences and the communications received while learning are 
encoded in the dancer’s explicit or declarative memory. 

The sensorimotor information – the sensations of performing the movement through the 
body’s motor functions, often referred to as kinaesthetic information, is stored as implicit or 
non-declarative memory. Each time the dancer repeats a movement or mimics the movements 
of a choreographer, this information becomes more deeply anchored or consolidated within 
the implicit memory and no longer requires as much of the dancer’s conscious attention to 
retrieve it. 

As both explicit and implicit memories are used when dancing, the ease with which 
movements are learned and remembered is highly dependent upon how structured the 
movement sequences are. 

Structured dance forms are those based on a defined set of body shapes and movements, 
with commonly accepted names, such as those in ballet. Unstructured dance forms, like 
contemporary dance, have an infinite number of possible shapes and movements, and very 
few of them are associated with a common terminology. The more structured the dance 
movements are, the greater the ease of encoding and retrieval.

https://www.thedancecurrent.com/feature/movement-memory

Co-ordination and balance
Co-ordination and balance is seen throughout most of the activities selected for the fairy twos. 
Activities including the warm up, galloping, all choreography within the jazz/ballet technique 
and leaning of performance routines.

Dance Training Improves Nervous System Coordination and Balance. Ballet dancers are known 
for their physical grace — the ability they have to move precisely and smoothly from one 
motion to the next. At this young age they are beginning their journey with forming shapes and 
moving through them to find efficiency of movement and repetition to improve these primary 
ballet skills. Experiences such as the fairy ballet activities helps children develop and maintain 
appropriate controlled body movement during task performance which, when effective, limits 
the energy required thus minimising fatigue.
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TECHNICAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT: FAIRY ONE’S PROGRAM

Confidence
Being so young confidence come with feeling safe in a comfortable and familiar environment. 
Maintaining a routine within the learning environment will help students feel comfortable in 
knowing what to expect and safe in the same setting each lesson. 

Repetition is important in instilling confidence with students. Repetition reinforces the overall 
purpose of an activity, for example refining skill-based activities and allowing students to feel 
success and therefore confidence in their learning. 

It is important therefore that activities are age appropriate and allow students to achieve. 
It is up to the teacher to adjust any activities to suit the students and/or the class, and to 
differentiate the learning for all students’ needs. 

Gross Motor Skills
A variety of activities throughout the Fairy Ones will focus on Gross Motor Skill development. 
Gross Motor Skills are those that require whole body movement that require the core 
stabilising muscles to assist in performing the movement. 

They also incorporate hand eye co-ordination movement. They are important in early 
development for activities such as walking, running, jumping and other sporting physical 
actions. They are also important in everyday functions such as getting dressed, getting in and 
out of bed etc. 

Activities such as galloping, jumping and song and action will assist in these skills.
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In addition to the Fairy Ones Development, the Fairy Twos will begin to focus on 
the following:

Spatial Awareness
Spatial awareness is the ability to be aware of oneself in space. 

It is an organised knowledge of objects in relation to oneself in that given space. 

Spatial awareness also involves understanding the relationship of these objects when there is 
a change of position. This is mainly though the many directional changes in movement in their 
own space but also moving as a group in the group circle activity.

Safe Dance
Students will notice that every lesson begins and ends with a warm up and a cool down. 

As they perform this in class, a basic and simple discussion can be had with the students to 
help them understand why they are an important part of class and how they help dancers or 
people in any sport be ready for the activity they are about to do. 

Getting the right muscles ready, gradually getting them ready to work hard, and helping them 
rest and cool down at the end. 



Looking for more magical themed lesson plans like this for your preschool classes?

Join the The Fairies Fairy Dancing and receive a new theme each and every month! Everything is 
done for you. Take the stress out of 2022!

Each month you will receive
• 3 leveled themed lesson plans.
• Teacher step by step check list.
• Themed Spotify playlist.
• Themed Youtube playlist.
• Themed coloring page.
• Themed sticker chart.
• Themed award certificate.

Access to After Dance Service/Social Marketing everything you need to make your dance school 
run smoothly.

As a subscriber you will also have access to branded products to advertise your dance school and 
make it a magical space for your students to dance and dream.

Visit www.fairydancing.com to get started for INSTANT ACCESS!!.

https://fairydancing.com/fairy-dancing-program/
https://fairydancing.com/fairy-dancing-program/


The Fairies Dance Program is a plug and play system that will give your studio everything you need to teach 

Fairy Dancing. Get off to a flying start every month with three complete scripts with a different theme each 

month, choreography and teacher notes, original and fantastic children's music, administration templates 

and colourful fun extras like certificates, sticker pages, name tags. Branded assets and postcode/ zip code 

exclusivity. Check out our specials below and start today. 

Preschool dance classes are the foundation of a studio - make yours 

amazing and fun with Fairy Dancing and keep your students for 

years to come. 

https://fairydancing.com/product/fairy-dancing-subscription/
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